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Dear Partners! 
 
Our focus is on technology…. 
 
A key driver of our operation is our state-of-the-art machine park. The development and construction of our production lines, 
which are unique in the market, started on the basis of Nordfilm Packaging Kft’s specific order and reflect the 25 years of 
experience of our people.  
 
We proudly present to you Varga-Flexo Kft, our largest supplier:  
 
The family-owned enterprise was founded in 1993 with 15 years of experience and technical skills under their belt in engineering 
and constructing flexo machines. The company’s head office and service center is in Budapest, while its production plant is located 
in Lengyeltóti, a small town 160 kms far from the capital. As a Hungarian manufacturer, the ambition of the Varga family is to 
produce world-class high-tech flexographic printing presses, laminators, slitters, plate mounters and additional equipments for 
the  packaging industry. 
If, on entering the plant, a visitor has the feeling of visiting a craft production site, he or she is not all mistaken: unique spare parts 
are produced by qualified specialists with care and creativity from carefully assorted components that are supplied by first-class 
suppliers.  
Their development team has always met increasing expectations and is now in the process of building technology for us, that will 
guarantee long-term, secure and economical operation, offer operator-friendly handling and ensure high-quality prints. 
Industry 4.0, which connects information technology with automation needs new manufacturing methods. The data exchange 
and communication between the machines flows without human intervention enhancing the efficiency of production processes 
and the quality of the products. 
And this is exactly what we need in order to gain the trust and the satisfaction of our customers. 
 
Let’s enter the world of modern technology together! 
 
Looking forward to a successful cooperation. 

 
Ágnes Neuhaus 
Sales Manager 
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